
Executive Summary:  Michaux Leased Campsite Task Force Openhouse Meetings 

Background on Michaux Leased Campsite Task Force 

The Michaux District formed a task force of seven individuals in spring, 2021 to assist District managers 

and campsite administrator to improve two-way communications and to solicit feedback and 

perspective on administrative and communication challenges this historic lease program poses for the 

district.  Catalyzing events leading up to the formation of the task force included: 

• The district’s decision to roll out a district level policy prohibiting the installation of whole 

system “stand by” generators in leased cabins as part of its broader effort to clarify and limit 

generator use on both leased and motorized campsites given sharp escalations observed in the 

early part of the pandemic. 

• The consternation and concern raised by the Districts Spring 2021 newsletter which attempted 

to communicate new procedures designed to ensure lease liabilities and constraints were 

disclosed and communicated as contingent conditions for the renewal or reassignment of lease 

to prevent implicit “grandfathering in” of unapproved or non-compliant lease conditions; 

particularly at the time of sale or transfer of real property assets associated with the lease. 

The Task Force built on the constructive role the Michaux Forest Association (MFA) has played in 
assisting district managers assess impacts and perspective of administrative decisions and program 
changes on its 200+ member organization of DCNR camp lessees north of Shippensburg road, and 
particularly centered around state forest and park leases in and around Pine Grove Furnace State Park.   
 
Initial participation in the Task Force was sought from current MFA board officers, and an additional 
three individuals were recruited to represent campsite lessees south of Shippensburg Road; particularly 
the cluster of more clearly residential structures that make up the leases around the Caledonia Golf 
course. 
 
Shortly after forming the Task Force, it became evident that program level updates to the state forest 
lease and guidelines were underway and the first year of Task Force efforts was heavily invested in 
laying the ground work for providing thoughtful and evidence based input on the unique history and 
current status of Michaux’s campsite lease program within the broader context of the state forest’s 
4,000 leases. 
The Task force documented key historical realities of the emergence and evolution of the Michaux’s 
leasing practices and the way these historical realities contribute to variance in amenity values and user 
expectations that do not meet normative standards leasing guidelines attempted to introduce after 
many of the Michaux leases had been approved for amenity development.  The Task force submitted 
these early documented understandings as their collective input for decision maker consideration during 
the solicitation phase of the guideline update process and followed up that letter with a request for face 
to face conversation with Department representatives. 
 
Finally, the Task force convened the first two public open house events across the Michaux camp 
program in the 100-year history of the program.  This document summarizes what Task Force members 
and District managers learned through those meetings.  A completed transcript of the public input as 
recorded on break out group and summary flipcharts at each meeting is also provided. 
 
Concerns and Challenges Identified During Openhouse Meetings: 



Participants expressed concerns and challenges that could largely be grouped under the following 
themes: 
 
Primary Issues: 

• Investment value of assets/expectations dependent on the lease/guidelines 

• Loss of provision of services and/or amenity values at camps (in order of importance)  
o Loss of indoor plumbing/holding tanks as sewage/grey water alternative 
o Unable to rebuild equivalent real property/amenity values after catastrophic loss of a 

“non-compliant” structure 
o Decks and outbuildings not “compliant” with current guidelines 
o Mailboxes, trash collection, oil/gas deliveries, etc 
o Ability to do winter road/driveway maintenance to provide year round access to 

structures 
o Access to amenities/services off lease (wells, water lines, etc) 
o Site conditions and management prerogative (ability to maintain yard, landscaping, etc) 
o Not allowing stand-by generators 

• Many of the most confounding issues associated with Michaux’s lease program (water under 
pressure/sewage treatment technologies, building permits/approvals, driveway ingress/egress, 
etc) implicate areas of the MPC authority and/or DEP or Penn DOT regulations as well as 
department level leasing authority:  “How do district and program administrators make 
discretionary choices that are consistent at the district or program level when other authorities 
are involved?” 

• Maintenance/Safety/public use of driveway/road ingress/egress needs  
o Approved/unapproved road surface materials and work (esp. asphalt drive removal) 
o Winter maintenance not being allowed (insurance policy/ER access issue) 
o Unpermitted highways onto township and state roads 
o Road speeds 

• Michaux leases occur in fifteen different townships.  Some are highly dependent on leases as a 
tax base (ex. Cook Township), others aren’t.  Navigating the various approvals between 
township and Department authorities is confusing for lessees and administrators alike. 

• Unexpected input costs to upgrade/gain “compliance” should guidelines change 

• Site vegetation management, dead and down wood, and hazard tree removal policies are 
inconsistent and not enforced.  Some lessees have invasive plants in their landscaping and are 
mowing yards around their camps, while others with a more “forest like” lease must pay to have 
hazard trees removed.   

 
Secondary Issues: 

• Parity or “fairness” of program guidelines, administration, and decision making given the 
variance in existing camp structures and real property and amenity values on Michaux leases 

• Micro-management and or lack of consistency of inspections/administrative processes by 
District staff 

• Lack of enforcement/compliance efforts on the part of the district/department 

• Disclosure and communication of lease/guideline requirements during listing/sale of structures 
on leases  

• Perception of “unequal treatment’ or “non-enforcement” given the lack of perceived effort to 
curtail non-compliant behavior 



• How does the Department ensure guidelines and administrative actions remain aligned, relevant 
to, and consistent with Conservation and outdoor recreation mandate as well as other state 
laws? 

• Fees:  Some resignation and/or support for the idea that fees may be increased, but questions 
about how much and on what basis.   

 
Opportunities and Potential Solutions Emerging from Open house meetings and Discussions 

• Acknowledgment of both unique challenges and values of the Michaux’s historicity within the 
broader DCNR camp lease program (important for these understandings to be shared within 
leased community and b/w lessees and district/program/department decision makers.) 

• Given the widely variable real property and amenity values associated with structures on 
Michaux leases, should fees be reflective of that value proposition variability? (i.e. be an “annual 
rent” component above and beyond the base line ¼ acre flat rate fee for differing levels of “non-
compliant” structures based on current (or updated) guidelines? Would this be a way of 
increasing parity within the Michaux lease structure that stabilizes economic expectations for 
unapproved improvements to real property structures and/or lease grounds? 

• Administrative fee schedules to increase efficiencies of enforcement/compliance efforts more 
incrementally than current reliance on repeated communication of lease demands ultimately 
leading up to lease termination 

• Continued development of Task Force representativeness of lessee community and clarification 
of its intermediating role between district and program managers and lessee community; could 
this ultimately lead to some degree of “self-regulation” within the lessee community that would 
remove some of the administrative burden from the district/department? 

• Improved communication and mutual engagement b/w lease community and 
district/department 
 

  



Appendix:  Transcripts of Meeting Input 

Northern Michaux/MFA Leased Campsite Openhouse meeting 

June 26th, 2022 

Furnace Stack Pavilion.  107 participants in attendance 

Overall Meeting Summary: 

-Tree Removal Process 

-“Grandfathering” 

• Water/Utilities 

• Decks 

-Keeping Baseline Amentity Values  

• Are protecting amentity values a priority for Harrisburg (now or future?) 

• Lease Increase and Tax Isuues 

• Fire/loss of the cabin/structures (keep the previous amentity values with rebuild?) 

• Inconsistency of regulations (Generators/Wells/Electrical “upgrades”) 

-Are regulations/guidelines associated with Leased Camps necessary for DCNR mission? 

• Some regulations make no sense (ex: option of a well/septic tank at cabins with no pres. Water) 

-Parity/disparity across different state forest leased campsite programs 

• Michaux is very unique in comparison 

-Figure out priorities in regards to guideline/regulation changes 

-Guidelines between DCNR Parks/DCNR Forestry is inconsistent 

-Well Permit Process 

-Importance of keeping leased campsites “connected” to nature 

• Ensuring improvements does not further disconnect leased campsites from the surrounding 

state forest. 

• Cabins or “houses”? 

-Communication between cabin owners and DCNR Forestry is important 

• Regular public meetings 

• Other ways of working together? 

• Working together to increase efficiency of program 

-Issues with unapproved projects being undertaken at cabins and then retroactively having to remove 

the improvements 

-Communication improving w/ cabin owners when DCNR conducts management projects (Timber 

Sales/Herbicide Projects) 

-PennDOT regulations in association with cabin driveways (sight distance/safety concerns/RUAs) 

-Meeting with realtors seems like a great idea (explaining regulations) 



-Different guidelines in diff. parts of the state forest 

-Guidelines specific in regards to vegetation/landscape management at lease campsite 

 

 

-Trash disposal  

• Throwing trash in Parks dumpsters?  

• Definition of “short-term”/”long-term” use? 

-More cooperation between townships and cabin owners (DCNR facilitating) 

-Wildfire danger at Leased Camps 

• Woody debris along lease 

• Other issues affecting survivability of structures in a fire (firewood, gas, etc.) 

-District being able to provide list of approved contractors 

 

GROUP 1 

1. -Concerns regarding paying school taxes without owning the land 

2. Max. size of approved generator is too small to power well pump. Well was encouraged & 

approved by the state. 220 volts needed for well & appliances, but that size isn’t allowed. 

3. Guidelines for having to tear down porches/decks? 

4. Concerns about whether changes will require existing structures/amenities to be changed 

5. Concern a/b lease rates changing. 

6. Concern a/b how to get approval for improvements-where to start? Township? DCNR? 

7. Rumors about indoor inspections? 

8. Lack of enforceability of guidelines 



 

GROUP 2: “Group Sitting in the Grass” 

1. Concern a/b why a flush toilet can’t be added, even though they have a well & holding tank 

2. Grandfathering-what is grandfathered & what isn’t & why? 

3. Concern a/b why Michaux State Forest has different rules than the Parks (ex: alarm for holding 

tank) 

4. Need to understand fire & rebuild rules 

5. How can lease rate evaluations be conducted by such a small staff? 

6. Concern that you’re comparing Tioga hunting camps to Michaux cabins (Not similar at all) 



 

GROUP 3 

1. Water permits for cabins (Tough to get, and no real answers from anyone) 

2. Our cabin was inspected at purchase, but we are concerned the new guidelines may change 

what’s acceptable now (Baseline amentity values) 

3. We are concerned about the amount of the proposed lease increase 

4. We want to be assured that the unique nature of the Michaux is recognized and appreciated 

5. Keep the character of Michaux as a place of communion with nature. 

6. Tree removal process 

7. Cabin burns? What happens?  

8. Speeding! 

9. Are regs necessary to accomplish Michaux’s mission? 



 

 

GROUP 4 

1. Accountability- Enforcement  

2. “Protection from fire” 

3. Differences in cabins 

4. Trash/No dumpsters (recommend some sort of “access card”) 

5. Water permits (Can any cabin get them?) 

6. Water/sewer? 

7. Getting contractors certified by DCNR to do what is “right”/acceptable 

8. Settle on standards 



 

GROUP 5 

1. Concern if cabin burns down 

2. Concern over rebuilding (Park vs Forestry) (Codes, amentities?) 

3. Responsibility of mutually used driveways (named road) 

4. Speed limit enforcement 

5. Current code enforcement vs. cabins not currently up to code (85%?) 

6. Enclosing screened in porches 

7. Tree issues-dead trees, trees on powerlines, trees blocking driveway) 

8. Uniformity of enforcing policy (Parks vs Forestry vs Township) 

9. Don’t want solutions in search of problems 

10. Deck size issues 

11. Code enforcement  

• Lack of info/communication 

• Updating process (simple term explanations) 

12. Grandfathering issues 

• Fee structures/changes 

• Deed transferring/lease renewal issues 

• “Camp” lease program- “Camp” still relevant? 

13. Are regulations necessary to accomplish the mission statement of the Michaux State Forest? 



• Regulations regarding rebuilding cabins after fire- Same footprint? Same style? Two-

story/One-story? Garage?  

• Fixing a well- Can you drill a new well if existing one fails? 

 

GROUP 6 

1. Are you looking to bring non-compliant cabins into full compliance? 

2. What are the big problems you’re worried about? 

3. Would you consider trained volunteer inspector because of reduce manpower in the DCNR? 

• Cabin owners policing themselves? 

• Charge cabin owners an admin fee that stays w/local DCNR and doesn’t go to state 

4. Subdivide the Caledonia cabin land (ie: houses) and turn land into private property (sell land 

off and get out from under it) 

5. I am worried I will lose something I have (amentity values) 

6. We appreciate the cabin appearance standards in Pine Grove 

7. I don’t appreciate being put into same “bucket” as Caledonia 

 

GROUP 7 

1. Maintain program for cabins 

2. Trash disposal (2x) 

3. Backup electric source 

4. Ideas to streamline inspection (pictures vs in person inspection) 



5. Standards for outdoor showers (2x) 

6. Consistency of standards in transfer process 

7. Analysis of lease price increase 

8. Maintain communication meetings between DCNR and cabin owners 

9. Increase/educate township of lease standards or require letter of authentication from DCNR 

 

GROUP 8 

1. There should be pressurized water allowed in every cabin 

2. Communication from Forestry/DCNR needs to be improved 

3. Concern about rising lease fees vs our property taxes. Campsite leases are not equal to a 

property/house lease. 

4. Antiquated regulations/rules need to be updated and standardized & 

documented/communicated 

5. Forestry must meet w/ realtors to better communicate rules & regulations. Packet of info 

should go to every new buyer. 

6. How much of a voice do we have in the new guidelines/fee structure? 

7. DCNR/Forestry must update & computerize the program to save time! 21st century! 

8. You seem to be blaming us for loss of native species? 

9. We own our cabins. Only lease ¼ acre. 



 

GROUP 9 

1. Keeping cabins in good shape (general upkeep) 

2. Some modernization must be allowed 

3. No logic or consistency with decisions (“Book” doesn’t always apply) 

4. Tree removal 

• Whos responsible? 

• Cost? 

• Approval? 

• Safety? 

• Quality of work 

5. Lease fee- we improve forest 

6. Equity value- who determines & how? 

7. Existing improvements- forced to remove? 

8. DCNR projects without cabin owners’ input or consulatation 

9. Wells, septic, electric, basements, square footage 

10. Financial impact of cabin owners to state, local, park, taxes, etc. 



 

GROUP 10 

1. Tree cutting permissions/permits and procedures  

2. “not on my land”/ “endangering property”- who pays? 

3. Maintaining landscape of property (invasive plants, trails, etc.) 

4. Integrity of program 

5. Communication w/ realtors on lease requirements 

6. Well drilling 

7. State Parks vs Forestry expectations 

8. Helping preserve wildlife 

 



 

 

Cumulative Word Cloud  

 



 

Southern Michaux/Caledonia Openhouse Campsite Meeting  

Mont Alto State Park Pavilion 

July 10th, 2022,   XXX in attendance 

Master Summary- by District staff 

1. Septic & wells (what to do if they fail?) 

• Water/sewage and infrastructure (how to maintain?) 

• Add new and maintain existing water under pressure systems 

2. Preserve what we have after guideline overhaul 

• Process to deal w/ Michaux norms 

• “Grandfathering” 

3. Representation from all cabins (proportional/parity) 

4. Comunication w/ cabin owners 

• HOA to represent the group? 

• Board/advocacy group? 

5. Sure that efforts of taskforce ensures equity/amentity values are preserved 



6. Ensuring everyone in district office is updated with the “happenings” on state 

forest/state Parks 

7. Garbage collection concerns 

• “Snowball effect” of disallowing services to cabins (gas, pumping holding tanks). 

Where will it end? 

• Can’t use township dump (Washington Twp.) without being full-time residents 

8. Group ownership regulations  

• Transfer process 

• Realtors involvement in process? Ensuring full disclosure 

9. When it comes to historical structures, Using historical society’s standards rather than 

“reinventing the wheel” ourselves 

• Using potential models/historic structure models 

10. Now uncompliant items that were previously approved or disregarded  

• Problem of disregarded items that were not installed in “good faith”- playset 

example by Roy 

11. Items outside of lease boundaries  

• Allow to be kept with lease transfer 

• Wells installed outside of lease? 

• Items built by previous lessees? Worth our time to research/manage these? 

12. Clarifying expectation and ensure fairness 

13. School taxes? Township Taxes? 

• Townships “double dipping” in tax revenues- being paid by the state who owns 

the land and the cabin owners who owns the structure 

14. Non-native and invasive plants? 

 

15. Layers of oversight 

• Complicated approval process from Michaux and Township to make 

improvements 

16. Maintenance of roads/driveways  

• Roads/driveways should be maintained in case of an emergency like winter 

weather or wildfire danger (especially so on Corls/Perry) 

17. Structures becoming abandoned property 

18. Neighbors don’t want to look at dilapidated structures 

19. Harrisburg should acknowledge and accept the uniqueness of Michaux 



 

Group 1: 

1. Double school taxes (not a domicile? 

2. Road maintenance/drainage (Since COVID) 

3. Assistance w/ non-native to native plant conversion 

4. Shared knowledge & communication (Michaux) 

5. Layers of oversight (complicated approval process for improvements) 

6. How to solve “unsolveable” issues (well failure, etc.) 

 

Group 2: 

1. Grandfathering to continue with existing cabins (how?) 

2. How will this look with new regulations? 



3. Replace or repair if needed with valid lease? 

4. Will the lease cost change? Will it vary with structure, size, equity value? 

5. Road maintenance 

6. Improved communication from DCNR 

7. Maintaining compliance process/procedure 

8. Consistent administration of camp lease rules (ex: cabin maintenance and inspections) 

9. Need outside storage options (sheds) 

10. How will possible future sale of cabin be affected by the new regulations? 

11. New regulation have to accommodate the unique standard 

12. New regulations should be fair 

 

Group 3: 

1. Do we really have input here? Or is it going to be the government doing what it will do 

anyway? 

2. Concerns about homeowner’s associations 

3. Bureaucrats in Harrisburg making rules not familiar with this context. 

4. Want Roy & teamto really represent this “unique” situation 

5. Issue of lease coming up and using that to force reduction in equity & even whole cabin? 

6. Holding up sales while arguing about ex postfacto changes/guidelines 

7. Murky issue of “guidelines”… are they legally enforceable? To codify unto “regulations” 

calls for official process 

8. Issue of discretion at forester level-seems arbitrary based upon individuals 

9. Concerns about cabin owners feeling treated fairly 

10. Some issues seem petty- who cares? (example: location of woodpile) (fake 

arguments/red herrings) 

11. We need to be able to grandfather existing campsite conditions so they don’t have to 

be brought back into compliance with guidelines or regulations  

12. We always agree to maintain what we have purchased or inherited. 



13. Leases have all been approved somewhere along the line-that’s on Forestry/DCNR, not 

cabin owners 

14. Why destroy value of the cabins? 

15. Seems Forestry/DCNR would rather cabins were gone…. “amenity value” of forest 

without cabins 

16. Allocation of resources/efficiency: focus on individual cabin issues vs. road maintenance, 

drainage, other shared value work 

17. Ensure no restrictions/guidelines infringe on the rights to access under Americans 

w/Disabilities Act (Walkways, ramps, driveways, and interior accomodations made by 

building owner) 

18. Sell lots? Millions in revenue- interest perpetual money for DCNR. 

19. What about dilapidated DCNR buildings? Unmaintained cabins.  

• And why able to rent out DCNR buildings but we cant? 

 

Group 4: 

1. Existing wells & ability to re-drill a new well for those w/ existing wells.  

• Repair/maintenance? 

2. Septic system- Can we repair or replace? 

• What happens w/ working septic systems? 

3. Roads to cabin 

• Not paved or maintained 

• Dirt/gravel road 

• If state does not maintain/pave cabin cabin owner take over this task? 

• Who pays to maintain roads? Can cabin owners get reimbursed? 

• Plowing? 

4. Quantify and give value/credit for improvements & maintenance- enforcement of rules. 

How do we get credit for stewardship 



 

5. What do we do about money loss due to having to remove features that existed at 

purchase? 

• Paved asphalt driveways  

• Septic 

• Electricity/gas/cable/running water 

• Outbuildings/sheds 

6. Living trees that present a danger to property- what are our options? 

7. How do we increase the ability to have personal contact with rangers/foresters? More 

in-person meetings? 

8. Notice when property is inspected: 

• How do we deal w/ subjectivity?  

• How far can rangers go on property without cabin owner present? 

9. What are the rules for making improvements for people with disabilities? 

 

Group 5: 

1. Pressurized water/well in cabin and sewage (Add & maintain) 

2. Communication- especially w/ new cabin owners 

3. Rebuild after loss equal to original standard 

4. Maintain familial ownership despite residency 

5. Document policies & procedures 

• Make it accessible to all for reference 

6. Processes to deal with Michaux specific issues & norms (ex: maintenance, lawns, 

plants,etc.) 



 

Group 6: 

1. We see inconsistencies in the inspections of the footprint of structures (ex: native vs 

invasive plants) 

2. Annuals vs. Perennials 

3. Garbage collection? Dumpsters for use. 

4. Limited use or burning of campfires 

5. School taxes when we do not own the property 

6. Annual lease renewal 

 

 

Group 7: 



1. Garbage collection 

• Mailboxes have already been taken away. What’s next? Septic trucks? Oil trucks? 

Tree services? 

2. School taxes when we do not own the land. Campsite lease 

3. Non-native plants still being planted by some. 

 

Group 8: 

1. Never want to lose lease! 

2. Fairness (wells, generators…. Allow everyone to have the same amentities) 

3. Adopt standards of typical historical property maintenance, renovation (Cannot go back 

to 1913) 

4. When lease changes hands all amenities transfer (ex: well offsite) 

5. Efficiency- stone fireplace “off site”, chipped window sill paint letter in February when 

work is due by July (STATE IS MICRO MANAGING!) 

6. Every structure needs water (full plumbing) 

7. We can agree that it is better to have structure inhabited than vacant 

8. Please no additional layers of associations or bureaucracy 

9. Perhaps the 10 yr leased campsite agreement is too demanding to maintain- perhaps 

lease agreements should be addressed upon transfer of lease only wherever that 

applies 

10. Do not revert back to “previous” for simplicity & efficiency. Grandfather all and move 

forward. 



 

Group 9: 

1. Rule complexity- group ownership too complicated 

2. If well goes bad can you re-drill? 

3. In fire, can we rebuild at current, approved level (porches, square footage, etc.) 

4. Inequality for dispersed cabins (get someone from dispersed cabins on Taskforce) 

5. Is there any problem w/ rain collecting? 

6. Water pressure prohibited? 

7. Any restrictions on interior renovation? 

8. Is there any restrictions on type of heat or A/C. 

9. Mailboxes-are any allowed? If so, why? 

10. Clarification of process when lease transferred- Must have document from DCNR 

through realtor (Required by all realtor and realtors required to know this) 

11. When home sold, with the out of compliance, will it need to be removed? How is 

grandfather approval passed on?  

12. What are rules about removing foliage? (native & non-native) 

13. Concerns about trees down that is cut up by DCNR or gas company & left on yard but 

told I needed to “buy” it so it rotted. 



 

Group 10: 

1. Lack of trust from all sides 

2. New cabin owners appreciate communication from DCNR (Mr. Yocum) informing 

responsibilities of owners & expectations 

3. Efforts focused- Need to maintain equity value & amenity value 

 

 


